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Welcome to the
Sports Philatelists International 

Society Frame

Dedicated to the study and collecting of all facets of Olympic and sports philately, Sports
Philatelists International (SPI) promotes international understanding and goodwill
through mutual interest in philately and sports. There are numerous collecting interests of
sports philatelists – everything from archery to yachting, and individual Olympiads to
general Olympic collecting. This exhibit is a sample of those many collecting possibilities.



1928
Amsterdam

IXth Olympic
Games

1896 Athens
First Olympic Games

2016 Rio de Janeiro
XXXIst Olympic Games

1984 Los Angeles
XXIIIrd Olympic Games

2004 Athens
XXVIIIth Olympic

Games

1980 Moscow
XXIInd Olympic Games

1960 Rome
XVIIth Olympic

Games

1948 London
XIVth Olympic Games

1936 Berlin
XIth Olympic Games

Ways to collect Olympics and Sports
Chronological Approach: The earliest sport stamp – coincidentally also the first to commemorate
the Olympic Games – was issued by Greece in 1896 for the Games of the First Olympiad in Athens. Try
collecting by an individual Olympics or period. This works equally well for specific sports.
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Ice hockey

Dmitri Dashinski (Belarus)
Freestyle Aerials Silver Medalist, 2006 Turin

Hazel Wightman (USA)
Tennis Gold Medalist

1924 Paris

Luke Campbell (Great Britain), Boxing Bantamweight Gold Medalist, 2012 London
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Baseball

Thematic/Topical Approach: Narrowing your collecting area provides focus. One popular option is
collecting by Host Country (the previous page shows only Host Country stamps). Some other topical
or thematic possibilities include:



Ø Lighting of the
flame for the 2012
London Olympics at
Ancient Olympia,
10 May (left).

Ù 1984 Los Angeles
Olympics Torch Relay
visits San Diego,
California on 24 July
(below). 

Ú The Torch Relay
for the 2010
Vancouver Olympic
Winter Games
culminates at the
Opening
Ceremonies 12
February (left).
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The Olympic Torch Relay, which was first held prior to the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, is
an important prelude to each Summer and Winter Olympics. ì The relay always begins
with the lighting of the Olympic Flame at Ancient Olympia, home of the Olympic Games. 
Ù Special torches designed exclusively for each Olympics are used to carry the flame
during the relay. Ú The relay culminates in the lighting of the Olympic cauldron at the
Opening Ceremonies.
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(Above) European
Men’s Gymnastics
Championships,
1987, Moscow.

(Right) Thomas Cup,
World Team
Badminton
Championships,
2002 Guangzhou,
China.

 

Super Bowl XXXVII,
2003, San Diego,
California, USA
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Games

μ Winter

 Summer +
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Olympic
Games

Pan American
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... a traditional
exhibit of the 1924
Paris Olympic
Games (use of
multiples of the
25fr. 1924 Olympic
stamp on a
registered cover
from Paris to New
York City) ...

... to a postcard
collection (or exhibit)
(scarce 1960 Squaw
Valley Olympic Winter
Games official “paper
and foil” postcard).

The following pages illustrate examples of 20 of the most popular
philatelic elements Olympic and sports collectors seek.

Sport & Olympic Philately offers challenges
for every collector or exhibitor from ...



Special 1952 Olympic postmark

Top stamp: perforated
Bottom stamp: imperf

Sierra Leone is well-known for
issuing die cut stamps with
interesting shapes

Mint stamp showing skier Stephan
Eberharter of Austria

Used stamp off cover

Croatia perforated
stamp

Note wide gap in perforation
used to prevent counterfeits

New Zealand “lenticular” stamp
shows motion when you adjust
your view point

2
Used Stamps: Any
stamp showing a
postmark or other
cancellation so it cannot

be used again is considered
“used”. A used stamp may be
collected off (left) or on cover.

4
Imperforate Stamps:
Stamps with straight
edges are “imperforate”
meaning without

perforations. Some stamps are
issued in both perforated and
imperforate versions (left). Die
cut stamps (right) are also
considered imperforate.

1
Mint Stamps: These are
stamps that have not been
used for postage and are
in the original condition as

sold by the post office.

3
Perforated Stamps: The
small “teeth” along one or
more edges of stamps
means they are “perfor-

ated.” Perforations come in
different sizes and sometimes
include gaps to prevent
counterfeiting (stamp at right).

ú



5

6

7

2010 Vancouver Olympic Winter Games stamps issued in either horizontal or vertical formats

Booklet issued for
the 1992 Barcelona
Olympic Games

Booklets: One or more small panes of stamps
placed between cardboard covers.

Coil Stamps: Strips of stamps that may be printed in either vertical
or horizontal format are often sold in vending machines.

Souvenir Sheet: Small panes of stamps with a wide decorative margin, or selvedge,
commemorating a special event. Souvenir sheets are usually sold as a single unit.



“AVION”

“MIHON” in
Japanese

characters

“SPECIMEN”

Olympic Rings
in color

Olympic Rings in a single color

“AIRMAIL”

Diagonal slash across
corner indicates this
is a specimen

“AEREO”

“AERIENNE”

9
Olympic Rings Stamps:
The easiest way to
identify an Olympic
stamp is to look for the 5

linked rings. They represent the
five continents participating in
the Olympic Games: Europe, the
Americas (North & South), Asia,
Africa, and Australia. The rings
may be multi-colored or a
single color.

10
Specimen Stamps:
Examples of new or
proposed stamps are
sometimes inscribed

“SPECIMEN” (English),
(“Mihon” in Japanese), or simply
with a diagonal slash in one
corner.

8
Airmail Stamps: Many
countries issue special
stamps that pay the rate
for transport by air. In

English-speaking countries the
stamps are inscribed “AIRMAIL”.
Stamps from Spanish-speaking
countries read “AEREO”. French
speaking countries include the
word “AVION” or “AERIENNE”
on stamps.

ü



Overprint: Ales ValentaAthlete portrayed with name: Al Oerter

Overprint: commemorative phraseOverprint: new value and commemorative phrase 

Overprint: new
value and

country name

Personalized stamp: Dick Fosbury

Turkey
60 K (postage)+

5 K (charity)
France

0.95 F (postage)+
0.35 F (charity)

Gold Medalist stamp:
Torah Bright

11
Olympic Winner
Stamps: Many
countries honor
Olympic winners with

stamps. The stamp may portray
the athlete (with the athlete’s
name as part of the design), or
be a stamp overprinted with the
athlete’s name. Personalized
stamps honoring athletes also
exist. Very popular are “Olympic
gold Medalist” stamps issued
within 24 hours after the athlete
wins! Typically they show the
athlete with their medal.

12
Overprinted Stamps: Any type of printing (text or pictorial) on a
stamp that has already been issued is an “overprint.” The text may
refer to a different country, alter the value, or add a commemorative
phrase.

13
Semipostal 
Stamps: Used to
raise money for
charitable causes,

these stamps usually show two
amounts: the first is the
postage, the second is for the
charity.



Meter of Janssen & Fritsen (Netherlands), official suppliers of gymnastics equipment
to the 1997 World Gymnastics Championships

German meter (2007) celebrating the 75th anniversary of the
1932 Los Angeles Olympic Games.

International Olympic Committee (IOC) meter honoring
Pierre de Coubertin, founder of the Modern Olympic Games.

Pair of se-tenant stamps creating a continuous design.Pair of se-tenant stamps creating a continuous design.

Block of 4 se-tenant stamps, each honoring a separate sport.

15
Meter  Stamp
Impressions: Printed
by machine, all meter
stamps include a

postage value and typically a place
and date of issue. Additional text
and images may honor an
individual, promote an event, or
celebrate an anniversary.

14
Se-tenant  Stamps: Two or
more different stamps joined
together are “se-tenant.” Stamps
may create a single continuous

design, or be entirely independent.



(Right) Austria postal
card for the 1964
Olympic Winter
Games in Innsbruck.

(Below) Argentina
postal envelope with
surfing imprinted
stamp.

16
Postal Stationery: All
postal stationery has one
thing in common: a stamp
or other indication of value

is pre-printed on the paper. Three
basic types of stationery are widely
used: postal cards, postal envelopes,
and aerogrammes.

Korea aerogramme for the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul with “Hodori” the mascot carrying the torch. 



(Right) Sprayed on ink jet machine
slogan promoting the London 2012
Olympic bid.

(Below) Die applied machine slogan
postmark promoting the 1960
Squaw Valley Olympic Winter
Games.

Commemorative Olympic postmark for snowboarding at the
2002 Salt Lake City Olympic Winter Games.

Commemorative postmark for the 2010
World Fencing Championships at Paris.

17
Commemorative Postmarks: A special cancellation approved by the post office that is
used for a limited period of time to honor a special event, place or person. The postmarks
may be applied at a central post office location, or at a temporary post office set up at a
venue, such as at an Olympic Games event.

18
Machine Slogan Postmarks: Applied by the post office using high-speed machines,
these postmarks often include commemorative and/or pictorial slogans publicizing an
event. Two types of machine postmarks are commonly used: sprayed on ink jet markings,
and die imprinted postmarks.



20
Maximum Card: Three elements make up a maximum card, all of which must be related:
the picture on the postcard, the stamp, and the postmark. It is best when the stamp and
postcard picture designs are not identical. 

19
First Day Cover: Special envelopes are prepared, either by the post office or collectors,
when new stamps are issued. The new stamp or stamps are affixed and cancellation, often
pictorial, noting the date of issue, is applied. Either the cancellation or cover (or both)
include text such as “First Day of Issue” to identify the cover.

First Day of Issue of the “Xtreme Sports” stamps of 1999. This stamp depicts skateboarding.

Austria maximum card for the 1982 Davis Cup matches 



Are you an Olympic or
sports stamp collector?

If you answered "YES" then you should join
Sports Philatelists International (SPI)
the largest English-language Olympic and
Sports stamp collecting organization in the
world!

3 Reasons to Join!

1. Quarterly award-winning full-color
magazine.

2. Monographs & handbooks for all
collector levels.

3. Access to Members-Only website
features such as Olympic and World
Cup checklists.

What does it Cost?

The ONE-YEAR digital subscription is just $15 and gives you
access to all our publications online.

Print subscriptions are $31 for US/Canada residents and $43
for international. Includes full access to the Members-Only
area of the website.

For more information, check out our website
sportstamps.org

© 2020 Sports Philatelists International. All rights reserved.
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